n -1 n odd, n Ξ> 7, (n, k) = 1, and 2 < k < ---. Δ All other cases (and some special instances of the above) were dealt with by Watkins.
We construct three types of 2-factors. The first type is a Tait cycle when k is odd. The second type is a Tait cycle when k is even and n = 3(mod 4) and also when k is even and n = l(mod 4) with k~ι even. (As (n, k) -1, we define kr ι as the unique positive integer < n, for which kk~ι = l(mod n).) The third type takes care of the remaining graphs.
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The principal tool in the proofs is the automorphism φ (henceforth fixed) of G(n, k) defined by φ(i) -n -i; φ(i') -(n -ϊ). In each case φ induces an automorphism (also called φ) of the constructed 2-factor. To facilitate notation we write n = 2m + 1. CONSTRUCTION 1. The subgraph H of G(n, k) has the following edges:
(a) On the outer rim:
The last line may be written as (m -fe + 2^, m -A: + 2j + 1),
(c) On the inner rim:
Clearly H is a 2-factor, and φ{H) = H. If C o is the circuit of H which contains 0, then φ(C 0 ) = C o . If C o has odd length, then it must contain an odd number of edges of the form (i, -ί) and {ί\ -i') The only candidates are: The edge (C) is not in H by our construction. Either the presence of (A) in H or the existence of edge (B) will imply that k is even. We conclude that if k is odd C o has even length.
Let
' are 4 consecutive vertices on a circuit of if. We call such sets 4-sets. If every point of a circuit is on a 4-set, then the circuit has even length. Now consider a vertex i', m + k < î n -loτ0^i<m -k -{-1, which is not on C o . The circuit of H which contains V passes consecutively through the the vertices i', 
(For the sake of clarity we have written ck f instead of the formally more correct (c/c)'.) EXAMPLE. G(15,4). See Figure 2 . Again, one checks easily that H is a 2-factor and that φ{H) = H. Looking at the edges (A), (B), and (C) of Construction 1, we note that (C) is not an edge if k is even. If edge (A) occurs, then m = (n -l/)2 is even and n = l(mod 4). If edge (B) occurs, and we write k/2 = jk(moά ri), j < n, then j is odd by our construction. But then k ΞΞ 2jk(mod n) => (2j -1) = 0 (mod n) => n = 2j -1 => n = 1 (mod 4).
Hence if n ΞΞ 3(mod 4) and k is even none of the lines (A), (B), and (C) occur, and we may conclude by the argument used in Construction 1 that the circuits through 0 and 0' have even length. All H has the following edges: On the outer rim:
, (n-3, n-2). Spokes: all except (0 r 00, (fc -1, (ft -1)0, (n -fc + 1, (n -k + 1)0-On the inner rim: (0', ft'), (2ft', 3ft'), , ((w -ft-^ft', (n - H is a 2-factor, as long as n -k~ι + 1 < kr ι -1, which assures that the constructed edges on the inner rim cover all vertices of the inner rim. But this condition holds whenever kr ι > (n + 1/2) or altenatively when k~ι > (n/2), and k > 2. It is clear that φ(H) = if.
Since n = l(mod 4), m is even and (m, m + 1) is not an edge of H. As (w -k/)2 is not an integer if does not have an edge((n -fc)/2)', O + &)/2)'). Finally, since n -k~ι + 1 ^ (w -l)/2 = m < m + 1 = (n + l)/2 ^ fc" 1 -1, and m is even, H does not contain the edge (mh\ (m -f ϊ)k') = (-Λ'/2, A'/2)* As before we conclude that the circuits containing 0 and 0' have even length. The circuit containing 0 also contains n -1, (n -1)', (k -1)' and 1, Γ, (n -k + 1)', while the circuit containing 0' also contains k\ k, k -1, k -2, (k -2)' and (w -A)', n-k,n-k+1, n -k + 2, (n -k + 2)'. Hence the other circuits only contain vertices of 4-sets and every circuit of H has even length.
We note that our constructions are not mutually exclusive. For example, Construction 1 also produces a Tait cycle, when k is even, and the largest positive integer q such that qk < n is an odd number.
We conclude with a new conjecture. G. N. Robertson [1] has shown that G(n, 2) is Hamiltonian unless n = 5(mod 6). As G(n, 2) = G(n, (n + l)/2) ~ G(n, (n -l)/2) = Gin, n -2) (see [2] ), none of these graphs has a Hamiltonian if n = 5(mod 6). We conjecture that all other generalized Petersen graphs are Hamiltonian. In all examples that we have worked out G(n, k) possesses a Hamiltonian H with φ(H) = H y but our three constructions are Hamiltonians only in a minority of cases.
